Abstract: Academic relations are an especially significant chapter in modern relations between Spain and the United States. This report illustrates how these relations occurred since the nineteenth century by presenting three situations of special significance to Harvard University.
to the chapter of academic relations; that is, the presence of Spain -its culture in general, but particularly its literature-in the curriculum of American universities. I qualify this chapter as symptomatic because it is not possible to consider it separately; whatever happens in the University is the result or the immediate projection of economic, political and social phenomena that occur far from campus. At the same time, it is a history that, strangely enough, has always more to do with Latin America than with Spain.
In this case, I think that the best way to summarize the history of the academic relations and the phenomena determining them is to reflect on its three decisive moments. The first one takes place around 1815-1816: Abiel Smith, a former Harvard student who had become a wealthy businessman in the textile industry, left at his death what was then an exorbitant amount of money, $20,000, to endow a "Chair in French and Spanish Language and Culture" at his alma mater. It would be the first chair of its kind in the country. In 1816, George Ticknor, a well-known gentleman of Boston's upper class, would become the first Smith Chair. This event raises a number of questions that reveal its long historical projection. For example: Why such a financial provision at that precise moment?
Abiel Smith was a shrewd businessman that, like many others in the United States, immediately perceived that the independence of the South American colonies opened a number of new markets for American trade. In 1926, Longfellow's father summed up the situation in a letter to his son, who was already preparing himself to be the successor of Professor Ticknor in the Smith Chair: "Such are the relations now existing between this country and Spanish America that a knowledge of the Spanish is quite as important as French. If you neglect either of these languages, you may be sure of not obtaining the station which you have in view." Years later, James R. Lowell, the third holder of the Smith Chair, bluntly declared: "When at last a chair of French and Spanish was established, it was rather with an eye to commerce than to culture." Menéndez y Pelayo and Father Blanco, among others, imposed from Spain; on the other, the, at that time, new phenomenon of Latin American modernism allowed him to distance himself from those criteria and to emphasize the independence and literary maturity of Latin America. In the preface to his History, American culture, including Jeremiah Ford, had not forgiven Darío for his "Ode to Roosevelt" written in 1905.
The third decisive moment on this path is, in large part, the ultimate consequence of this shift or change in direction. We can also provide an approximate date, certainly between the 60's and the 70's; that is, when the Cuban revolution has already consolidated, Che Guevara becomes an icon of May '68 and the famous Boom of Latin American literature (mostly in narrative)
obtains not only considerable commercial success in the United States, but also an academic projection similar to the one that Modernism had previously achieved (mostly in poetry). But it will be, however, a more prolonged 
